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Many countries are frequently hit by tropical storms. The majority are developing countries 

whose economies are dependent on sectors that are highly vulnerable to disasters. At the same 

time, developing countries have fewer resources, both at the household and country levels, to 

mitigate and cope with disasters. Understanding and quantifying the impacts of disasters and 

household’s coping strategies is therefore important. Unfortunately, assessing the impacts is 

always a challenging task and often costly to conduct. 

 

This paper introduces a new strategy to identify the affected area of tropical storms. Using a 

wind speed model, we identify the area in which the wind speed was at least 35 knot, the 

threshold that defines a tropical storm.  

 

We estimate impacts of the 2005 typhoon, Damrey, on households in Vietnam. Using the wind 

speed model, we identify the affected area of Damrey and geo-link it with three rounds of the 

Vietnam Household Living Standard Surveys. The data allow us to estimate the short- and long-

term impacts of Damrey and to examine typhoon coping strategies.  

 

Estimates of the storm impacts show that paddy yields are severely affected, but no significant 

effects are found in crop income as a whole, sidelines income or total household income. For 

consumption, affected households reduce their expenditure and change food sources by 

consuming more self-produced food and less food bought from outside. Damrey damage houses, 

forcing households to increase repair expenses. Finally, to cope with the disaster financially, we 

find that borrowing and remittance are the most important mechanisms. 

 

The wind speed model approach can open up the possibility of developing index-based insurance 

products against the risk of storm winds. Index-based insurance products have been piloted for 

more than a decade and proven to be feasible and affordable. However, almost all the pilot 

programs are centred around the risk of rainfall and no projects have been attempted with storm 

winds. As we are now able to real-time estimate wind speed at any location, insurance products 

for tropical storms could be made available, or at least piloted, in storm prone countries.


